islation actually attempts to enact. It is time, therefore, for some textual criticism within the Charter's historical context; in particular, we need to focus on the 40 percent of the Charter, the Artisans' Statute, which because of the limitations on analysis imposed by our intoxication with conventional macrotheories, has remained outside the mainstream of our conceptual framework. I propose that viewing the Charter from the perspective of the empress' lifelong commitment to social engineering, specifically, transforming Russia's urban population into the stuff of progress, will provide new insights into Russia's urban history and the efforts of the country's elites to complete a program of revolutionary social reorganization.
But before launching into these uncharted seas, we need first to appreciate the limits imposed on our analysis of Catherine's motivations by the dominant schools of thought. Liberals interpret the Charter in accordance with their basic premise of the failure of self-government potential to develop in Russia; the Soviets treat the law within the framework of an assumed struggle by a developing bourgeoisie to gain additional political power. The liberal school ultimately rests on the work of the two leading historians of the eighteenth-century town, I. I. Ditiatin and A. A. Kizevetter. It is thus worthwhile to review their assumptions and conclusions. Both maintain that the Charter's guiding principle was the unification of all permanent residents possessing immovable property, regardless of estate, into a single urban society. This would create an urban citizenry unbounded by estate barriers, the basis, they believed, for the evolution of truly representative urban democracy. The second assumed goal was the creation of urban independent self-government.1 Neither goal being successfully implemented, the Charter, to their way of reasoning, represents yet another failure of the evolution of democracy within the political desert of autocracy. According to this view, the peculiarities of Russia's socio-political development account for this tragic failure. Social unification was successfully thwarted by the Russian nobility's disdain to cooperate
